Design of Meta-Analysis Studies.
Any given research claim can be made with a degree of confidence that a phenomenon is present, with an estimate of the precision of the observed effects and a prediction of the extent to which the findings might hold true under different experimental or real-world conditions. In some situations, the certainty and precision obtained from a single study are sufficient reliably to inform future research decisions. However, in other situations greater certainty is required. This might be the case where a substantial research investment is planned, a pivotal claim is to be made or the launch of a clinical trial programme is being considered. Under these circumstances, some form of summary of findings across studies may be helpful.Summary estimates can describe findings from exploratory (observational) or hypothesis testing experiments, but importantly, the creation of such summaries is, in itself, observational rather than experimental research. The process is therefore particularly at risk from selective identification of literature to be included, and this can be addressed using systematic search strategies and pre-specified criteria for inclusion and exclusion against which possible contributing data will be assessed. This characterises a systematic review (in contrast to nonsystematic or narrative reviews). In meta-analysis, there is an attempt to provide a quantitative summary of such research findings.